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Perhaps the most notorious How To manual available. Extensively illustrated. Well, it's today in its 29th
printing, offers chapters on home preparation of weapons, electronics, drugs, and explosives. Is it any
great? This is the most asked for publication that people know of.
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The facts about the destructive gadgets were poorly prepared. NOT the initial Anarchist Cookbook When
I opened the deal, I was stunned to find this edition about 1/3 as thick as the original. Total waste of
money! This was listed as the 1971 edition and what arrived was the 2012. Research your facts and you
may see what triggered me to come back this item. It is the politically corrected edition of the Anarchist's
Cookbook, because you wouldn't need anyone to come in contact with those dangerous ideas now would
you? Not really what I was expecting .. It may have some of the initial publication but was gutted of most
its original glory. Dont waist your time. This was listed because the 1971 edition and what arrived . You
can be disappointed.. But a little bit of an oops. I DID NOT take the reserve from the shrinkwrap, but
immediately initiated a come back. I was mislead and really unhappy. Pretty shoddy in fact.! One Star
This is not the true Anarchist cookbook recipes and info. has been altered Cool for nostalgia Cool for
nostalgia. Small to nothing is very effective or updated within it. Fun time period writing within. The
content isn't this content you expect and the print/binding quality is very low. It isn't what you expect. The
content is "edited". You may be disappointed.Additionally, this particular version is printed on the subject
of as cheaply as you can see right now. Mr. No shine, no protection, just ink in some recoverable format.
PAID A significant amount of Book is a joke Terrible book, pages are thin paper and most of the "how
to's" are inaccurate an can get you hurt. It's what you will anticipate from a single-make use of University
lab workbook.Maybe you should choose a higher quality version with the initial contents.. Because of the
ATFE, FBI, Dept Homeland Insecurity, & Treasury, this book is now ready for five year older reading. The
cover is usually thin and the final is ink on somewhat thicker paper. Powell, statedregretting He wrote a
publication. This is simply not what Mr. Powell wrote. I read his original book years ago. This ain't it!
Even more of a gag book or something to take into account. Thinking that perhaps the publisher had used
high quality extremely thin Tyvek "paper" or very similar for waterproof reasons, I wasn't as well
concerned, but decided to Google "Anarchist Cookbook" to find that the original publisher had offered
the book and the subsequent publisher experienced "sanitized" this current edition, for me only, with
regard to continued saleability. Whitewashed by your big brother/government. Not worth the money This
book is missing the majority of the content of the original. Bug out book Great as advertised. Had a bit of
a mistake with the purchase. Item as described, great price Item as described, great price Rather
interesting. The idea that went in to the introduction was quite comprehensive.WARNING! Just a fool
would attempt to reproduce the gadgets covered. just as i remmeber the old school phone hacs were great
back in the day Legit, Good Cost.. This is simply not the original.. JUNK, complete waste materials of
money!. Prepper literature. i purchased Hardcover, and got a softcover. Not really an issue, because the
price was about 20 dollars cheaper and it was a legit copy... Book review Great nostalgia book for anyone
who came old in the 60’s or 70’s
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